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WELDED CONNECTIONS IN COLD-FORMED SECTIONS 
1) 2) by Jan W.B. Stark and Frans Soetens 
SUMMARY 
In this paper the results of European research on welded connections 
in cold-formed sections are reviewed. Recommendations are given upon 
the welding technology and the structural design of connections. 
Design strength formulas are proposed for spot - and fillet - welded 
connections. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In addition to the i:lterest !n hot-rolled steel sections, the appli:::ation 
of cold-formed steel sections is increasing . The welded connections in 
these sections and in sheet steel differ significantly from those in 
hot~rolled sections. Important differences are: 
The mechanical properties of the parent material are influenced 
by cold-forming and welding. 
The welding methods used. Except for fusion welding techniques whicr. 
are similar to connections in hot-rolled sections, resistance weldi~g 
is frequently used with connections in thin sheet. 
The weld types which combe divided into spot, fillet, seam and butt 'delds 
The shape of the sections, the type of connection and the s~all sheet 
thickness which influence the structural behaviour of the ioint. 
1) Head of the Department of Steel Structures, Institute TNO for 
Building Materials and Building Structure~, Delft, Ne~~erlands. 
2) Research engineer at the Department of Steel Structures, Institute 
TNO for Buildin; Materi:lls .md Building :::tru:::t'.!=es. 
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Because of the little knowledge of the above mentioned differences 
between welded connections in hot-rolled and cold-formed sections 
a research programme has been carried out at the Institute TNO 
for Building Materials and Building Structures. This research 
is part of the general research programme "Connections in Cold-formed 
Sections". The research programme "Mechanical connections in 
Cold-formed Sections" (ref. 111) which was presented 
at the Fourth International Specialty Conference on Cold-formed 
Steel Structures, also forms part of this study. The programme on 
welded connections is partly sponsored by the European Coal and Steel 
Community and the Dutch industry. 
2 • RESEARCH PROGRAMME 
2.1 General 
The aim of this research was to obtain uniform design rules for 
welded connections in thin sheet and to investigate the interaction 
of cold-forming and welding. 
The research programme was carried out in three parts: 
State of the art with respect to welded connections in thin 
sheet (ref. 121). 
Welding technology. A literature study (ref. 131) was carried out by 
the Metal Institute TNO. 
Design of welded connections. Recommendations are given for the 
design of spot - and fillet welded connections. For spot - welded 
connections this was done with the (lot of) information available 
from literature, while for fillet - welded connections complementary 
experimental research was carried out. 
2.2 State of the art 
This study (ref. 121) indicated that: 
Spot and fillet welds are usually applied in structural design. Seam 
and butt welds Qo have more specific applications; for instance, with 
constructing barrels and pipes. 
In field arc-welded spot and fillet welds are applied wYlile in shop 
resistance spot welding is the most important technique. 
WELDED CONNECTIONS 
Arc-welded connections generally are realized with covered elec-
trodes. However, there is an increased use of gas-shielded arc-
welding processes (TIG, HIG and MAG), because of better results 
In foreign specifications mainly attention has been paid to spot-
welded connections except for the AISI specification, edition 1968, 
which to some extent deals with fillet welds. The Swedish specifi-
cation, edition 1973, most extensively deals with spot-welded sheet 
steel connections (failure modes, design formulas, testing of 
spot welds and design rules). 
Relevant publications (refs. 141, 151, 161 and 17 1) are treating 
spot-welded connections (strength, failure modes and design formulas) 
and only the publications of investigations carried out at Cornell 
University (ref. 181) are dealing with spot and fillet welds. 
In refs. 191 and 11o lis concluded that the welding methods hardly 
affect the steel properties. If problems occur they generally 
are of structural kind. Welding cold-formed thin steel would not 
require specific steel qualities and welding methods. However, it 
was decided to check this statement for confirmation by the Metal 
Institute TNO. 
2. 3 \'1i~lding technology 
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The results of the literature study carried out by the Metal Institute TNO 
can be summarized as follows: 
From a metallurgical point of view: 
- Strain ageing is the main factor affecting the mechanical properties. 
Recrystallization and quench ageing are measurable but can be 
neglected. 
_ Cold-formed materials are more susceptible to ageing after upsetting 
than after elongation. 
_ The nitrogen content is important with strain ageing, the aluminium 
killed steels prove to be less susceptible than the non-killed 
ones. However, acceptable toughness.es were met. 
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From the structural ~oint of view 
_ With thicknesses smaller than 8 rom and steel grades with relatively 
low nitrogen and phosphorus contents and a small grain size 
(DIN 17100 classes 2 and 3) hardly any problems occur (ref. 10 
and 11). 
_ With thicknesses smaller than 2 rom it was not possible to find any 
affection of strength or toughness of the investigated steel 
grades by the welding process (ref. 191). These steel grades were: Fe 310 
(riraned), Fe 410 (killed) and Fe 51 0 7i, steel <:,rades according to Elironorm 
27-74 (the :1Ul!'bers 310, 410 and SF) are related to the specified tensile 
strenath in ~/mm2) . 
- Acceptable jOints can be obtained with ehe generally ~sed welding 
processes. Dependent to design requirements it can be necessary 
to specify the material, the welding method (low heat-input is to 
be preferred), the qualification of welders and the inspection. 
For structural design purposes can be concluded that welding of cold-
formed thin steel sections does not substantially affect the ~echanical 
properties of tr:e steel.. This is very i:npor':ant since the increase of the 
yield strength as a result of cold-forming is of great economical use for 
cold-formed sections. The improvement of the static properties can be 
considerable as is shewn in fig. 1. In the Jraft Dutch Regulations 
:or Tubular Structures and the Draft European Recommendations for Thin-
Walled Cold-Formed ~embers the design yield strength may be calcula~ed 
wi~~ the formula of Lind and Shroff (ref. 112 1). At each corner of 90° 
the yield streng~~ can be raised to ~~e ulti:nate tensile strength of the parent 
material over a leng~~ of 5 or 7 times the thickness (see formula: factor c). 
The increase of yield strength at the corners is averaged over 




















average design yield strength of a section 
averaged increase of yield strengt~ 
specified yield strength parent material 
specified tensile strength parent material 
number of corners 
thickness 
cross-sectional area 
coefficient; c = 5 for press-braking 
c = 7 for cold-rolling 
coefficient depending on angle of ~ending;a 
To veri'::; t!:e statarnent t..~at t.~e i:1crease of yield s~=er:g~::' at the corne~s 
is :let :::educed by welding, cests have been carried cut at t::e Institute 
TNO for Building Materials and Building Structures on T-connectiens 
and Warren type connections of cold-formed and hot-:::olled rectangular 
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hollow sections (refs. 113 j and! 141). The :::esults are shC'N'n in figs. 2 and 3. 
The strengths of the connections in cold-formed sections · .... ere evaluated 
using the measured stub-colqnn yielj stress (see fig. 1) . The 
and therefore the use of the Line: anc:: ::::;:o::: :~ r:Jet:lOd i3 .:. sa':c aoproximation 
of the deSign strength (0 < 
e 
eq 
3. SPOT-WELDED CONNECTIONS 
o 
estub column 
see fig. 1). 
Generally spot-welded connections are applied in sheet steel with 
thicknesses from about 0.5 to 3.0 rom. In the simpliest form it concerns 
a single lap joint (see fig. 4). From literature it was concluded that spot 
welds show failure modes similar to connections with mechanical fasteners 
as bolts, rivets and screws (ref. 111). These failure modes are (see 
fig. 5): 
~Clination failure. This failure mode occurs with relatively thin sheet and 
is to be considered as a combination of shear and tension of the weld. 
Shear failure. Compared with inclination failure, shear failure occurs 
with thiCker sheet. In design recommendations, inclination and shear 
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P 
us 
ultimate shear load 
design value diameter of spot weld . The best approximation 








5 + 0.5 t 
sit 
thickness thinnest sheet (see fig. 4: t 
measured ultimate strength sheet material 
Tearinq and bearing at contour of ' .... eld. Tearing at one side of the 
weld and piling t.;p of the :aaterial at the opposite site. 
Ultimate load formula: 
where: Put = ultimate load wi~~ tearing and bearing 
Edge failure. This failure mode is dependent on the edge distance of the 




utlimate load wi~~ edge failure 
edge distance of the weld 
. Net section failure. Ultimate load formula: 
where: P = ultimate load with net section failure 
un 
An ~ net cross-sectional area 
To arrive at design strength fo~ulas it is necessary to distinguish 
between failure modes upon their detoX1D&tion capacity. All failure 
modes mentioned except for shear taUure, possess sufficient defor-
mation capacity. Thus will be recCllllDended: 
WELDED CONNECfIONS 
. To calculate the design strengths as follows: 
Pds 1.. d 2 4 s ere 
Pdt 3,5 td ,.. s~ e 
Pde 1,4 teO' e 
Pdn Acr n e 
where : Pds ' Pdt' pde and Pdn = design strengths with resp . shear, 
tearing and bearing, edge failure and 
net section failure 
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Ue specified yield streng~~ parent ~aterial 
. To demand: 
P I 
dt 
Pds ~ 1,25 ~ ?de 
?dn 
• 'ro !>:"escri:Jc c:ual:'':i cation s:'lea:c .:ai:'a::e tC3-::S ~ccorc!inf":' t.o :ig. 6 with : 
R R - k.s 
m 
where: R = characteristic strength 
Rm = mean value of test results 
k a factor dependent on number of tests (minium 4j 
s = standard deviation of test results 
To demand that the .actual stl:eng~'l should be greater than the 
calculated strength or: 
R > P 
- ds 
Proce~ding this way it is asssured that shear failure shall not occur 
but is is also a check if the connections are well designed and if 
the right welding parameters have been chosen. Additional to these 
deSign requirements, rules for constructional details like edge and row 
distances, m:nnber of spot welds in load direction etc. have to be drafted. 
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. 4. SILLET-WELDED CONNECTIONS 
4.1 General 
In paragraph 2.2 it was mentioned that with respect to fillet-welded 
connections information was only available from an' extensive research 
programme of Cornell University (ref. lSi). Basic variables in this 
research were: 
_ Double strap joints (see fig. 7). The cover plates used 'Here flat 
sheet and channel sections. 
_ Transverse and longitudinal fillet ',..relds wi th which the ',..reId 
lengths were varied. 
- Joints arc-welded with covered electrcdes, in field and in shop. 
It was concluded that: 
Weld shear failure does not occur since ~~e stress resisting area 
of the weld is not as regular or easy to define as with hot-rolled 
sections. 
Failure modes observed were: 
- plate tearing at the contour of the wele, and 
- transverse tearing of the cover plates. 
Ultimate load formulas could be given for transverse and longitudinal 
fillet-welded connections. 
However, it should be noted that: 
The ty~e of connection investigated was a symmetrical one. 
Eccentricity caused by loading does not occur and inclination failure 
can not occur. 
'~':1e a:,,:,liec:! ~'cldinc ::,roccss and t:.1e use o:Z sr>eci:Zic electrodes 
resulted in considerable weld throat areas. In normal practice smaller 
weld throat areas can occur. In other words, weld shear failures have to 
be considered. 
The dimensions of the test specimen were not varied to investigate 
geometrical influences. 
WELDED CONNECTIONS 
The foregoing has lead to the following research programme: 
- tests on Single lap joints transversely welded (see 4.2.1) 
longitudinally welded (see 4.2.2) and both transversely and longi- ' 
tudinally welded (see 4.2.3). 
- tests on T-joints of section and strip (see 4.3.1) and of connections 
between sections (see 4.3.2). 
- tests on complete connnections (see 4.3.3). 
The steel grade used-unless otherwise specified - was cold - reduced, 
commercial steel Fe P 00 (Euronorm 32-66). Typical mechanical propor-
ties: a = 200 N/mm2 31 / 2 e ' (J t = 0 N mm , AS = 25%. 
4.2 Tests on single lap jOints 
These test series were started ~i~~ preliminary tests amanating frcm: 
7est specinen as she-.m in .~i:-. a. ':':10 c':'r.:onsions were kept constant: 
width b = 90 rom, thickness t = 1.58 mm. 
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Uncoated and hot-dip galvanized sheet. In literature of~en it is stated 
that with resistance spot welding and correct welding parameters similar 
results can be achieved for galvanized sheet (a.o. ref. i 151). 
Different · .... eld lengths iw '" 20, 30, 40, 65 and 90 mm. 
Two welding processes. The uncoated sheet was welded with the 
argonarc process (TIG) while the galvanized sheet was arc-welded 
with covered electrodes. 
The results of these preliminary tests are shown in fig. 9 together 
with t.11.e results of the l st and 2nd series of tests. After discussing 
the latter series general conclusions will be drawn. Wi~~ the 
1st nd 
and 2' series of tests the f.ol·lowinS pa:raseters were included: 
The thickness t (t .. 3.1 mm). This is an important parameter 
because of the failure mode (inclination combined with ~eld s~ear) and 
the weld throat dimension. 
The width b of the plates. Except for b .. 90 mm C1.st seriesl also b '" 180 mm 
( nd 2 series) combilled wi th weld lengths 1w .. 40, 60, 80, 130, 1 SO and 
180 mm was inVestigated. 
Uncoated sheet was welded with the TIG-process and wi~~ covered electrodes. 
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With the 3rd series of tests were varied: 
The welding parameters and especially the electrode diameter. A 
weld throat thickness equal or greater than the sheet thickness 
was achieved. This allowed for a comparison with the Cornell tests. 
The test specimen were arc-welded with covered electrodes. 
The dimensions of the test specimen, width b = 90 rom, thickness t 
and weld length tw = 20, 30, 40, 65, 75 and 90 rom. 
The design of the tests were such that one parameter was varied 
while the others were kept constant. The influence of the variation on 
the other parameters was observed and the following conclusions drawn: 
With galvanized sheet the strength of the welds is not significantly 
lower than with uncoated sheet. However, in tests the deviation of 
results was higher caused by the fact that making a sound weld with 
galvanized sheet is more difficult. 
3.0 mm 
Concer!1ing the 'lielding processes applied, the results for t.":.e argonarc 
welded specL~en were slightly better compared with s~ilar specimen 
welded with covered electrodes. 
Failure modes observed were incl~nation failure combi!1ed wi~~ 
weld shear, -lield tearing and partly plate tearing at contot!r of 
weld (see fig . 8). 
The throat dimension of the weld is important. The results of the 3rd 
series of tests are better (see fig. 9) t.~an the results of t.~e other 
series of tests. vlelding thin sheet does not guarantee a weld 
throat dimension which equals or exceeds the sheet thickness. One has 
to take care of well-chosen welding parameters to arrive a~ those weld 
throat dimensions! 
The defo~ation capacity of transversely welded specimen is small except 
of course in case of yielding of t.":.e cover plates outside the 
welded region. Nevertheless, the restricted deformacion capacity of 
transversely welded specimen appeared to be sufficient to achieve full 
cooperation of transverse and longitudinal welds. 
WELDED CONNECTIONS 
Concerning the dimensions of the specimen: 
- The thickness t is important with respect to the weld throat 
dimension. The sheet thickness also influences the failure mode. With 
thinner sheet inclination failure primarily occurs while with 
thicker sheet failure intends to weld shear. 
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The width b appeared to be not important. ~e difference in results of 
the 1st and 2.nd series was not significant. 
The weld length ~w; In spite of a considerable deviation of results 
(mainly caused by variations of weld throat dimensions) it was pointed 
out that with increasing ratio ~w/b the ratio pu/t~wau (see fig. 9) 
is decreasing. 
From the results of fig. 9 the following ultimate strength for.nula 
was obtained: 
where: Rm ,. mean value ul.ti:nate strength of test results 
t = thickness thinnest connected member 
au = measured ultimate strength of members 
~w = length of weld 
b ,. width 
T.1C cean value 0= ~1e test results 0= Cornell is also ~rescnted in 
fig. 9. The influence of the ratio ~w/b in the Cornell tests was smaller 
than in the present test series. So, the Cornell research team proposed 
to neglect the influence of ~w/b and to use the following ultimate 
strength formula: Rm = t ~w au· 
All S6 test results were evaluated statistically to arrive at a 
characteristic strength R (with a tolerance limit of S\): 
2-
R ,. 0.8 t ~ a (1 - 0.3 2. ) 
w u b 
Although wit;1 desi<;nino:: t..'1e c;:arilctcristic st=en~t:1 R could be used, in 
normal practice the :.'ield strength a e is used. Since for most steel grades 





t ~ a (1 - 0.3 bW W. 
design strength transverse fillet weld 
• speq~1e4 11.14 strength connected mambers 
. " " ', - , . 
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Since the parameters mentioned before with the transversely welded 
specimen also are of importance wi th longitudinally welded 
specimen, two series of tests were carried out investigating: 
Testspecimen as shown in fig. 10. The dimensions were kept constant 
except for the thickness t '( 1st series - t = 1.58 and 3.1 rnm, 
Z'1d series - t = 3. ° rom) . 
Different weld lengths Q"" = 20, 40, 60, 80, 90, 100 and 120 mm. 
Two welding processes, the argonarc process and arc-welding with 
covered electrodes. In the 1 st series both ?rocesses '.-Iere applied 
and in the 2nd series only the latter one. 
The difference ::etween the 1st and 2r.d series concerned the '.-Ielding 
parameters. ;oii to, the;: nd series similar '.-Ielding :;arameters have been 
chosen as wit.' the 3rd series of the tranS".rersely fillet welded 
specimen to achieve a weld t.'roat dimension which equals or 
exceeds the thickness of the sheet. 
':he results of these '::.-10 series of tests are shewn in fig. 11 and gi-,'e 
rise to the following conclusions: 
The welding processes applied did not yield significant differences 
in test results. 
?ailure modes observed, were (see also fig. 10): 
- Plate tearing at contow:: of the weld and ',..reld shear. For the 
t.,inner plates t.'ese failure modes '.-Iere accompanied by out 
of plan~ distortion and weld peeling . ~ese failure modes happen 
with small weld lengths. 
- Transverse plate tearing. This is the basic failure mode for longer welds 
The difference between the two series of tests was negligible . 
Thus, for longitudinal fillet welds the t.~oat dimension of the 
'.-Ield is of minor i.:nportance compared ',..rith tranS"J'ersefillet welds. 
-::li s :lolds :;or ':::'in s::cct t:1ic!~nesscs ~nC in t:lis study 
thicknesses ~ 3.1 mm were investigated. 
The deformation capacity is small expecially with the smaller weld lengthS. 
However, the deformation capacity is larger than with transverse fillet 
welds. In general the deformation capacity will be only then sufficient 
::..::, 
when the cover plates are able 'to yield: 
WELDED CONNECTIONS 603 
Concerning the failure mode "plate tearing at contour of the 
weld and weld shear" the influence of the weld length twas 
w 
evident. 





R = 2t t cr (0.9 - 0.45 ...:!.) 
m w u b 
R 
m 
0.9St b cr 
u 
- weld failure 
- plate failure -
All 42 test results were evaluated statistically to arrive at charac-
teristic strengths: 
:I. 
R 0.8 ~ 2t t cr (0.9 - 0.45 ~) 
w u 0 
R 0.9 t b cr 
u 
The proposed design strength =ormulas are: 
Z 
2t Q, cr 
w e 
'N (0.9 - 0.45 "b) 
0.9tbcr 
e 




design strength longitudinal fillet weld 
4.2.3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~_!~~~~~~~~!~_~~!~~~_~2~~~~~ 
::'inall-'. t:1e tests on t:1in sheet connections ',:ere cor;:;::>leted '.vi th tests 
on single lap joints both longitudinall:- and ::.ransversely welded. The 
aim of these tests was to find out how the two weld types cooperated. The 
next serie of tests was carried out: 
Test specimen as shown in fig. 12. The dimensions were kept constant. 
Different combinations of weld lengths: 2.1 20. 40, 60, 90 and 120 rom 
2.2 20, 30, 40, 65, 75 and 90 
Welding with covered electrodes, weld throat > thickness sheet. 
:em 
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The results of these tests lead to the following conclusions: 
Similar failure modes as with the foregoing test series were met 
(see fig. 12). 
The defor.mation capacity of the welds allows full cooperation which 
means that the ultimate strength formulas of transversely resp. 
longitudinally welded specimen can be added, which results in : 
This fo=ula is conservative since the "negative" effects of t!1e 
separate test series are also added and it is not realistic to add 
the characteristic streng~~s of the separate test series to achieve 
a characteristic strength for this connection. Moreover this formula 
holds as long as transverse plate tearing does net occur. T!1us a 
conservative estilllation of the design strength is: 
where: Pd = design strength transversely and longitudinally 
t.t 
w welded specimen 
4.3 Tests on T-joints 
The results of tests on this type of connection were compared with 
the results of transversely welded single lap joints . Moreover, a comparison 
wi~~ effective width formulas of hot-rolled sections was possible. Firstly 
preliminary tests were carried out with: 
• Test specimen as shown in fig. 13 . The dimensions of the sec~1on were 
kept constant. 
Dimensions of the strip:thickn ••• t - 1.5 and 3 • .1 DIll 
• Connections ene- sided &rC~l4ed ~.tJl ·covue4; electrodes; _lde4 
alCIDCI the _tJ.~n ndtb b., .·weld .. t:Uaatiti~ ~tb1dcrids ~ .. 'U'1.p;. 
WELDED CONNECTIONS 
Further a series of tests was carried out to check the observations 
of the preliminary tests. Besides the parameters varied in the 
preliminary tests, it was also investigated: 
. Testspecimen: rectangular hollow sectionC+J- 100 x 40 x 3 mm 
channel section u - 100 x 50 x 3 DlIII 
• Dimensions of the strip: thickness t 3.0 mm 
width b = 30, 60, 80 and 90 DlIII 
The results of all tests a~e given in fig. 14. 
From these test series it could be concluded that: 
Failure modes observed are: 
- Failure of the st=ip (see fig. 15), 
- Failure of face of chord section (see fig. 16), 
- Failure c=oss-section of chord (see fig. 17). 
Because of properly chosen welding parameters weld failure dit not occur 
as a basic failure mode. 
The deformation capacity of the failure modes observed is considerable. 
For failure of the chord face this is shown in fig. 14a. 
The stiffness of the connection increases with the width b of the 
strip (fig. 14a). 
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Effective width (b ) formulas (effective length of weld) for thick specimen t 
proved to be not correct for thin members (Dutch Standard NEN 2062: 
b t = 5t1 + 2t2)· 
With ratios ~1 < 0.8 failure of the strip or failure of the chord face 
oCcurred. Failure of the strip was compared with failure of transversely 
welded ...she.e.t connections (see ultimate strength formulas). Failure of 
chord face could be approximated by a modified yield line theory (see 
apPendix III). 
With ratios £.... > 0.8 at the beq1nninq the load is transferred to the chord bl -
wall directly I then tearinq starts at the ends of the welds (see fig. 14a) 
follOWed by failure of the strip or failure of the chord face • 
• The followinq ultimate strenqth fo:aaulas were obtained: 
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b 
- failure of strip R tbO (1-0.3 j)) m u 1 
: < 0.8 2 (1+2 bb 
- failure of chord face R 4t10u 1 m 1 
For ratios ~ > 0 . 8 these formulas may be used substituting b = 0.8 b 1· 
Care has to be taken that under service conditions tearing at the ends 
of the welds does not occur (see fig. 14a). 
- Failure cross-section of chord, Rm determined by bending and shear. 
Since this is not dealing with connection behaviour this failure mode 
will not be discussed further. 
"tTnere: :< 
:n 
mean value '.:l':.imate strength ':.est resul':.s 
_ thickness stri? 
tl t~ickness c~o~d face 
J 
U 
measured '...llt.i:nate st~engt!1 strip/chord face 
~ wid~~ of strip 
01 wid~~ of chord section 
~"N length of "'ield 
The number of tests (18) and i.e. the number for each failure mode does 
not allow a statistical evaluation of test results to arrive at a 
formula for the characteristic strength. The approximation of the 
ultimate load (Pu ) by the ultimate strength formulas (Rm) as presented 
in fig. 14 is quite satisfactory. Therefore a similar approach as 
described on page 11 is proposed to arrive at the following design 
strength formulas: 
?d t b ( 1 0.3 ~ £....< 0.3 
° 
-e 
°1 °1 ss 
Pd 4 
2 (1 2 b ~> t 1 ° + 0.8: e ~1 ~1 -ss 
° = 





With these tests on T-joints between sections (similar tests as 
described in 4.J.l, strip replaced by section) were investigated: 
Testspecimen: 
- preliminary tests: chord section 








1 series of tests: chord section L-J -100x40xJ, similar brace sections 
nd 
- 2 series of ~ests: chord sectionsl~-100x60x4 
similar brace secticr.s 
1i'l-100xlCOxJ 
. All joints were tested in ~ension and cOID?ression . 
. Welding wi~~ covered electrodes, weld throat> thickness thinnest ~ember. 
The results of t!1ese tests are:;i ven in fig. 19. The following conclusions 
could be drawn: 
Failure modes cbserved, are: 
- Failure brace section 
in tension: tearing brace flanges above the welds 
in compression: yielding flanges brace section 
- Failure face of chord section 
in tension: tearing chord face 
in compression: excessive deformation chord face 
- Failure wall of chord section 
- Failure chord cross_section 
Failure often is a combination of these failure modes and is 
occompanied by large deformations of the chord cross-section. 
Weld shear failure was not observed. 
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All failure modes observed showed a considerable deformation capacity 
(see fig. 19a). 
The stiffness of the connection increased with increasing width b of 
the brace section (fig. 19a). 
With failure of the chord face the ultimate load in tension is attained 
after very large deformations of the connection (see fig. 19a). Often 
this is caused by secondary effects raising the stren~th.These effects 
are not incorporated in the ultimate strength formulas. This explains 
the difference in results between the ultimate load Pu and the predicted 
strenqth Rm with connections loaded in tension and failure of the chord 
face (see fig. 19). 
The following ultimate strength formulas were obtained: 
4t21 au (1 + 2 ~ + h b 1 2 (b1-b) (see appendix III) 
- failure chord face: Rm 
- failure brace flanges: in tension R = t a 2h ~ 
in compressi~n Rm =ut ay2h ~ ~ > 0.8 
- failure chord cross-section, Rm determined by bending and shear. 
·..there: R (predicted) mean value ultimate strength of connection m 
t thickness brace section 
t1 = thickness chord =ace 
b = width of brace section 
b1 width of chord section 
h height of brace section (: width of flanges) 
au = measured ultimate strength brace/chord section 
cry measured yield strength brace section. 
The number of tests (24) does not allow a statistical evaluation of 
test results for each failure mode to arrive at characteristic strength 
formulas. However, with respect to the observations mentioned in the 
foregOing paragraphs, the following design strength formulas are 
proposed (also see page 11 and page 16): 
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b 
b<0.8- P d 
t !be 
b b ~ 0.8 - P d = t cr e 2h 
1 ~oc 
where: P'\c = design strength T-joint brace/chord sections 
cr e specified yield strength 
At last connections between sections as indicated in fig. 20 have been 
considered. With these tests were investigated: 
Testspecimen as shown in fig. 20, leaded in tension: 
- prel~nar! tests 
- 1e series of tests 
chordU -lCOxSOx3 + brace U-80x40x3 
chordU-100x60x4 + braceu-60x30xJ 
and U -80x40xJ 
chord C!l-I OOxl OOxJ+ brace U-60xJOx3 
and U-80x40xJ 
All jOints were supplied with longitudinal (side) fillet welds resp. 
transverse (end) and longitudinal (side) fillet welds. The joints 
were arc-welded with covered electrodes, weld failures prevented. 
The results of these tests are given in fig. 21. The following could be 
concluded: 
Failure modes observed, are: 
- Failure brace section: bending and tension followed by tearing of 
the section just outside the connection. 
- Failure chord section: bending and torsion, the loading does not 
act in the shear centre of the section 
Note: Failure of the connection did not occur. The values of the 
test results were lower than those predicted with the ultimate 
strenqth fo.rmulu for dnqle lap joints (see 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). 
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It was demonstrated that these thin-'I'lalled cold-fo=ed open 
?rofi~es possess little torsional rigidity. Load application in the 
shear centre of the section appeared to be very important. 
With designing this type of connections, loaded in tension or 
in compression, it seems reasonable to use the design strength 
formulas for single lap joints. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Summarizing, the most important conclusions are: 
With properly chosen welding parameters, acceptable welded connections 
in thin-walled members can be obtained with the generally used welding 
procesaes. 
The improvement of static properties of a section as a result of cold-
forming is not reduced by welding. 
From existing knowledge about the structural behaviour of spot-welded 
connections design strength formulas are proposed. 
For fillet-welded sheet steel connections design strength formulas are 
derived from the results of Cornell University and from experimental 
research at TNO. 
Except for sheet steel, fillet-welded connections of cold-formed sections 
were investigated at TNO and recommendations for design are given. 
Addi tional to flat specimen, fillet-welded .connections of cold-formed 
sections were investigated at the TNO and recommendations for design 
are given. 
The results of research at TNO (ref. 1161) should contribute to design 
rules of welded connections in the European Recommendations, similar to 
the results of research on connections with mechanical fasteners. 
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APPENDIX II - NOTATION 
A cross-sectional area 
An net cross-sectional area 
AS elongation standard tensile coupon test 
b width of specimen 
bt = effective width 
b 1 width of chord section 
c coefficient (see 2.3) 
ds ' = diameter of spot weld 
e edge distance of weld 
h height of brace section (= o,..idth of :langes) 
k ~ factor dependent on number of tests 
~w .. length of weld 
21 - longitudinal fillet weld length 
22 ~ transverse fillet weld length 
n = number of tests 
P = load 
Pd • design strength 
Pde .. design strength with edge failure 
Pdn .. design strength with net-section failure 
PdS .. design shear strength 
Pdt design strength with tearing and bearing 
Pdt .. design strength longi tudinal fillet weld 
w 
Pd .. design strength transverse fillet weld 
t 
P .. design strength transversely and longitudinally welded specimen 
ddw 
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design strength T-joint of section and strip 
ultimate load 
ultimate load with edge failure 
ultimate load with net-section failure 
ultimate shear load 
ultimate load with tearing and bearing 
characteristic strength of connection, dete~ined from tests 
mean value strength, determined from tests 
standard deviation of test results 
thickness 
thickness face of chord section 
thickness wall of chord section 
coefficient (see 2.3) 
specified yield strength 
average design yield strength of a section 
specified tensile strength 
measured ultimate strength 
measured yield strength 
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APPENDIX III - YIELD LINE APPROACH FAILURE CHORD FACE 
T-joint section and strip, see fig. 13 
top view chord face 
Distribution of bending and normal forces in chord face: 
In transverse direction chord section relatively weak; contrarily in 
longitudinal direction stiff. Therefore along 
- yield lines (1) and (2): bending + normal forces 
- yield lines (3), (4) and (5): bending 
~~~~~~~: full plastic moment per unity of length mp 




Y! 1 : 2b m1 4> 
along yield 
+ 2b n1u 1 
Y! 2: 2b1m2 4> + 2b1 n2u2 
yR, 3: 2t m a p 
lines (Ai) : 
n p 
b 2 
b +b) } 
1 
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APPENDIX III (cont.) 
yi 
4: 2(t + 2X) m e p 
bl-b 
5: 4(Xe + -2- <p) mp 
Energy by external load (Au): P.O 
l:A. = EA 
l. u 
o 
substitute: <p = X 










I X j 
with: 0 
b1 
< 1 and b < b1 S b+b 1 
2b1 
+-X 











. Suppose: X ~ I b 1 (b1-b ~ minimum energy with bending and 
Approximated solution: 16 m (1 + 2.E.... + t p = 2(b1-b) P b 1 
with b < O. Sb11 (1+2bb ) P = 16 m (see page 15) t « b : p 1 1 
with brace sections t h (see page 1S) 
. Ultimate strength fo=ulas: m = m and n = n 
pup u 
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fig. 1 Measured values of ue and ut in a cold- formed 
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fig. 2 THt results for T - joints 
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6 i I Ii! I .YO>: I I i 




: ' i I ! i J;1[ ' i 0 cold finished sections 
I j : ! V ie ! i a hot finished sections 
! I , : Iii + normalized cold finished 
i I I I i I I sections 
0,5 
----i.~ f3 = b,+b2 
2bo 
1,0 
fig.3 Test results for K - joints 
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p,.. r _ ' 
I 0 - C1 
I ~ c 
I 0 ....: 
I c 




resistance welded fusion - welded 
fig. 4 Single lap jOint, spot welded 
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- inclination fai lure: 
- tearing and bearing at 
contour of the weld: 
P~~--------~~-~~------~~P 
- edge failure in front 
of spot weld : 
- net section failure: 
- shear failure of 
the weld: 
• 
fig. 5 Failure mod.s spot welded single lap joints 
.. ~p 
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• 
L ~I 
3.5 ds < ~ < 5.0ds babds ; L = 400mm 
fig. 6 Dimensions specimen for shear / inclination failure tests 
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tu= it1 p~c===i~F:~::::::::~:::::~::::::::::::~:==~*==~r+P 
transverse fi lIet welds f j[let welds 
I'" 300mm 
fig.7 Double strap join t, fillet welded 
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P.--; f ., tt ~P 
I_:::: b ~I 
~ }w Ib 









VinClination failure and weld shear, weld 
tearing and plate 
tearing 
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weld shear and 
tearing at contour 
of weld 
·1 
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P~C==========~±~t===2=,=9=m=m~~I~III~III~III~II==~a~======t~t;=;2,~9~m~m~~ 
* I f -----. P 
~ 
I 
I ~ ~ tl2 b=90mm I b= 120mm I 
, I J , 
r----- 400mm ... -. -- -.------ ·----l·~1 
transverse 
plate tearing 
______ ~99~'!l _ _ . _ ___ ~ 
weld shear and 
~ tear',ng at contour 
of weld 
fig,12 Single lap joint, longitudinally and transversely welded 
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p 
cold - formed rectangular 
hollow section 
100 x 40x 3 mm 
t1 ='2 = 2.8mm 
b, = 100 mm 
h, = 40 mm 
T-joint, section and strip 
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b b t tl '" t2 P R failure mode connected 1 u m memers 
Imml Imml Immi Imml IkNI IkNI 
30 100 1.5 2.B 14.7 13.1 tearing strip 
I 
60 100 1.5 2.B 25.7 23.6 " 
100 100 1.5 2.B 30.0 29.2 " 
rPI00X40x3+ 
30 100 3.1 2.B 22.3 24.9 chord face strip 
60 100 3.1 2.B 32.7 34.2 " 
100 100 3.1 2.B 38.8 40.4 " 
30 100 3.0 2.B 23.1 24.9 chord face 
60 100 3.0 2.8 38.1 34.2 " 
4JI00X40x3+ 
BO 100 3.0 2.B 39.9 40.4 " strip 
90 100 3.0 2.B 35.9 40.4 " 
L 
30 100 3.0 3.0 16.8 - cross-section 
chord 
30 100 3.0 3.0 17.1 - " 
60 100 3.0 3.0 16.9 - " 
60 100 3.0 3.0 6.2 - " 
BO 100 3.0 3.0 21.5 - " Ul00xSOx3+ 
" 
strip 
BO 100 3.0 3.0 23.2 -
90 100 3.0 3.0 17.6 - " 
90 100 3.0 3.0 23.8 - " 
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Fig. 15: T-joint, failure of strip 
Fig. 16: T-joint, failure of face of chord section 
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Fig. 17: T-joint, failure of chord cross-section 
brace: U -30x30xjmm 
U -60x30x3mm 
U - 80 x 40 x 3 mm 
1: 
fig.18 T - joint, s~ction and $Ktion 
r/l -100x 40x 3 mm 
U -100" SOx 3 mm 
U ~ 100 x 60 x 4 mm 
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b b 1 t tl - t2 P R failure mode u m 
connected members 
Imml Imml Imml Imml IkNI IkNI 
30 100 3.0 3.0 28.1 - cross-section 
chord 
60 100 3.0 3.0 24.2 -
.. tension 
80 100 3.0 3.0 31.3 -
.. U-l00x50x3+U(see 
fig .18) 
30 100 3.0 3.0 26.0 -
.. 
60 100 3.0 3.0 27.6 -
.. compression 
80 100 3.0 3.0 35.2 -
.. 
30 100 3.0 2.8 63.4 28.0 
chord face 
I 
60 100 3.0 2.8 64.4 40.4 
.. I ~~.oo 
80 100 3.0 2.8 100.1 83.5 
tearing brace flanges ¢\-100X40x3+U 
30 100 3.0 2.8 40.8 28.0 
chord face 
60 100 3.0 I 2.8 39.5 40.4 
.. compression 
80 100 3.0 2.8 56.7 49.9 
yielding brace flanges 
30 100 3.0 4.0 61.9 47.3 
chord face 
60 100 3.0 4.0 60.0 67.1 
chord face/cross- l~'O' section 
80 lOU 3.0 4.0 75.2 -
chord cross-section 
-1 00x60x4+ U 
30 1 100 4.0 54.1 47.3 
chord face 
1 3.0 
60 100 3.0 4.0 75.2 67.1 
chord face/cross- compression 
section 
80 100 1.0 4.0 79.3 49.9 
yielding brace/chord 
cross section 
30 100 3.0 2.8 58.0 22.1 
chord face 
60 100 3.0 2.8 83.6 
31.6 " tension 
80 100 3.0 2.8 96.3 
83.5 tearing brace/chord face ~-100Xl00X3+ LJ 
30 100 3.0 2.8 37.0 
22.1 chord face 
60 100 3.0 2.8 50.3 
31.6 . 
compression 
80 100 3.0 2.8 48.5 -
chord wall/cross 
section 
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WELDED CONNECTIONS 
chord: r/J -100 x 100 x 3 mm 
U -100 x 50 x 3 mm 
U -100x 60x4mm 
p 
635 
members fully connected with 
side-fillet resp. end-fillet and 
side - fi !let welds 
brace: U - 60 x 30 x3 mm 
U - 80 x 40 x 3 mm 
fig. 20 Complete connections 
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chord brace weld P R failure mode 
u m 
kN kN 
side 65.4 - bending/torsion chord section 
side 65.5 - .. 
U-l00xSOx3 U-80x40x3 
side/end 63.2 - " 
side/end 64.0 - .. 
U-60x30x3 side 77.1 - bending/tension brace section 
side/end 69.8 - " U-l00x60x4 









$-100XlOOx3 side/end 69.3 -
.. 
side 60.6 - .. 
U-80x40x3 
side/end 72.1 - .. 
Fig. 21: Test results complete connections (see fig. 20) 
